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A Merry Christmas and a  

Happy New Year to our  

members.  We are sorry not to have 

been able to hold our  usual events 

this year, but hopefully we will make 

up for this in 2021.   

 

 

A very different Remembrance Sunday in Dartmouth Park this year with a ceremony for the whole 
of Sandwell to pay its respects. The photograph below shows from left to right Minister Phil 

Thomas, Mayor's Sgt at Arms, Kennedy Brown, West Bromwich West MP Shaun Bailey, Sandwell 
MBC Dep. Leader, Cllr Maria Crompton, SMBC Mayor Cllr Ann Jaron, RTC Military Sgt.,  

SMBC Chief Exec. David Stevens, Warley MP John Spellor, and SMBC Armed Forces Champion 
Cllr Steve Melia.  

http://www.friendsofdartmouthpark.org.uk
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On Armistice Day the Friends of Dartmouth Park’s Chair,  Jenny Francis, placed our tribute on 

the rose bed dedicated to members of the Armed Forces who have lost their lives in  past and  

present conflicts.  Selwyn Hayward read The Exhortation before the two minutes silence. We 

were a very small group due to the Covid 19 restrictions. 

Seumas Kelly has captured wonderful views of Sandwell Valley and Dartmouth Park in autumn 

and here are just a few of his photographs. Many more photographs can be seen on our website.  

The Valley has become a very special place during Lockdown, with many visitors enjoying the 

fresh air, wildlife and stunning colours of autumn.  The tea room have been providing a great  

service with takeaway food which has been very popular. 
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Holly trees are very common in Dartmouth Park and of course at this time of the year they 
are looking at their best. 

Throughout the world the Holly (or Ilex) genus contains over 400 species - most but not 
all of which have spiky leaves, and leaves can be plain green or variegated (see below). 
There are both evergreen and deciduous examples and the genus includes not only trees 
but also shrubs and climbers. 

Ilex Aquifolium, otherwise known as Common or European Holly is the species of holly 
most associated with Christmas (and previously the Roman festival of Saturnalia). Its 
glossy green prickly leaves and bright red berries (produced only by the female plant) are 
represented in wreaths, garlands and cards wherever Christmas is celebrated. 

It's a little-known fact that the berries on a Holly tree should really be called "drupes"  
because they contain a stone fruit. 

Where in the Park? 

There are multiple Holly trees along both the Dagger Lane and Lodge Hill sides of the 
Park and many more examples to be found dotted throughout the other areas. 

An abundance of berries on trees this 

year may be due to the mild Spring  

Beautiful variegated leaves on a 

tree near to the boating pool  

 

 
"In Praise of the Trees of Dartmouth Park" 

 by Mark Barrett  

 Holly  
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Do these Christmas adverts bring back a few memories of how our High Street used to be? 

 

 

West Bromwich High Street was well known as The Golden Mile with a wide range of individual 
shops selling everything we might need. The High Street in the build up to Christmas was  
particularly exciting with the butchers shops having turkeys hanging up in their windows still with 
their feathers. Hall’s Book Shop would be crowded with shoppers buying presents or ordering the 
most sought after annuals for their children.  Bodenhams, the ‘posh’ dress shop, would be full of  
ladies looking for something special to wear at Christmas. The men were also well looked after 
with a choice of gentlemen’s outfitters to service their needs. 

Have you got any memories of Christmas you would like to share with us and we could put a  
selection of stories in the next newsletter? 


